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Abstract.
We construct a family of left and right perfect rings whose left and right Loewy lengths are arbitrary preassigned infinite ordinals.
Let R be a left perfect ring with Jacobson radical N. Bass [2] defines a well-ordered chain of ideals {Na} of R by Na= (0), Na = the inverse image of the right socle of R/Nß for a=ß + i, and Na = Uß<*Nß for a a limit ordinal. Since R is left perfect, there exists a least ordinal a0 such that Na<1 = R. a0 is called the right Loewy length of R. If R is right perfect, a symmetrical definition of the left Loewy length of R holds. In the case that R is semiprimary, this is precisely the traditional definition (see for example [l, p. 104]), and the left and right Loewy lengths are equal (they are both equal to the index of nilpotency of N).
Bass asks if there are any restrictions on the right Loewy length of a left perfect ring R. Since Rr is finitely generated, this length cannot be a limit ordinal. We show that this is the only restriction.
Indeed, let a and ß be any pair of infinite ordinals. Then there exists a ring R which is right and left perfect and has left Loewy length a + l and right Loewy length ß + l. The construction is a modification of an example in [2J. Let (/, -<) be any partially ordered set. Let R be the set of all IXI matrices (a,,/) with coefficients in a field Fsuch that a,,, = ay,j for all i, jEI, and if ij*j then a<,/ = 0 except for a finite set of pairs (i, j) where i-<j. Then R is a ring under matrix addition and multiplication, and N= {(a,,/)6EP| a,\i = 0 for all iEl] is the Jacobson radical of P. We note that the converse of this proposition is also true, as a strictly ascending or descending chain will give rise to a sequence of elements with nonzero finite products. Now let <p and \p be any infinite ordinals, considered as the set of all their predecessors. Let I = (pX\p, and set (a, ß)~<(y, à) if and only if a<y and ß>&. Then K defines a partial ordering on I. Since a descending (ascending) chain in (7, ^<) gives rise to a descending chain of ordinals in the first (second) coordinate, / has both d.c.c. and a.c.c. Hence the corresponding ring i? is both left and right perfect.
For each rEN, let Ar = {(a, ß) E l\ (r)(a,3),< 5^ Ofor some i E i], Br = {a | (a, ß) E AT for some ß E ^} > C, = [ß | (a, ß) E Ar for some a E <p} ■ Let ju = sup{a| a a limit ordinal ^y//}. Thenif/-n-\-n for some finite ordinal n.
Proposition.
If {Na} is Bass' left Loewy series for R, then
Ntt= {r E N | inf Cr è fi + (« -a)} + {r E N \ BT Q a} (*) forO^a^n; Na = N" + {r E N | Br Q a} for n g a < <p.
In particular, the left Loewy length of Ris <p +1 if <p is a limit ordinal, or ip otherwise. By symmetry, the right Loewy length is\¡/-\-l or \p, depending on whether or not \p is a limit ordinal.
Proof. We use induction on a. If a = 0, the result is immediate. Now assume it holds for all ß<a. If a is a limit ordinal, it follows by taking unions of equals. Hence we are left with the case that a=ß + l for some ordinal ß. Then Na= {r£i?| NrCINß}, and it is clear that NaQN since N$¿¿N. Since pre-multiplication by an element of N decreases first components and increases second components, any element in the right-hand side of (*) is sent into Nß by pre-multiplication by A. If NrQNß for some r^O, let (7, b)E\Ar. If y^a, either 5 + í=\¡/ or srENß, where s has zeros everywhere except position (ß,b + l), (y, S). Then (0, o + l)£\A.Tsoo + l^p + (n-ß). In all cases, either y <a or b"^xi + (n -ß -1), so r is in the right-hand side of (*). Since any element of N belongs to Na for some a<<p, the left Loewy length of R = <p+1 if Nv = N = Ua<*> Na, and it is <p if A= A"_i.
Since the situation is completely symmetrical, the right Loewy length of R is l/' + l if xp is a limit ordinal, and \p otherwise. To get a one-sided perfect ring with arbitrary Loewy length, just use one ordinal for indexing.
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